
 The     billboard     read:     Workers     wanted.     Wages     paid     every     day. 
 Report     to     Chalmers     on     Fifth     Street.     Bring     Gloves. 

 The     sound     of     the     men     running     to     Chalmers     sounded     like     a 
 wild     stampede     of     horses.     It     was     a     stampede     -     a     stampede 
 for     jobs.     Ever     since     the     mill     closed     three     weeks     ago,     work 
 of     any     sort     has     been     hard     to     find.     Chalmers     is     a     tool     and 
 die     shop     that     just     landed     a     big     contract     and     they     need     to 
 double     production     immediately. 

 Signs     directed     men     to     an     open     field     where     hiring     was 
 being     done.     My     name     is     Ralph,     and     I     am     at     the     very     end     of 
 a     line     of     about     eighty     men.     I     asked     the     Lord     to     give     me     a 
 job     to     keep     my     family     fed     and     a     roof     over     our     heads. 

 My     wife     Rosemary,     heard     me     calling     her     as     I     ran     down     our 
 street.     “Rosemary,     Rosemary,     I     got     a     job     today!”     We     danced 
 joyously     in     the     street     like     newlyweds.     Our     baked     potatoes 
 and     string     beans     seemed     as     good     as     steak     that     night. 

 I     reported     for     the     early     shift     at     four     A.M.     Even     at     that     early 
 hour     the     building     was     hot     and     crowded.     The     work     was 
 repetitive     and     required     focus     to     meet     quality     inspection 
 standards.     Tomorrow     I     would     bring     cotton     wool     for     my 
 ears     to     block     out     the     constant     pounding     and     cutting     of     the 
 machines.     It     wasn’t     a     glamorous     job,     but     it     would     feed     the 



 family     and     keep     a     roof     over     our     heads.     I     was     grateful     to     be 
 employed     again. 

 There     were     two     long     rows     of     machinery     sitting     idle. 
 Around     ten     o’clock,     they     brought     in     new     workers,     trained 
 them     and     set     them     to     work.     I     recognized     two     of     them     from 
 the     next     town     over.     We     all     go     to     the     same     church.     A     little 
 while     later     our     pastor,     Chris,     came     in     with     another     group     of 
 new     workers     and     set     to     work.     All     of     the     machines     and     men 
 were     now     working     in     high     gear     and     the     boss     was     grinning 
 from     ear     to     ear.     “That     clanging     is     music     to     my     ears”     he 
 said.     The     Noon     whistle     sounded     and     we     cleaned     our 
 workstations     for     the     incoming     shift.     There     was     a     long     line 
 at     the     pay     window     as     everyone     signed     for     their     wages. 
 Pastor     Chris     tapped     my     shoulder     and     said;     “Meet     us     out     in 
 the     field     and     we’ll     eat     our     lunches     together     before     we     go 
 home.”     We     found     a     shady     spot     under     a     tree     and     began     to 
 eat.     A     few     minutes     later,     the     boss     asked     if     he     could     join     us 
 in     the     shade.     He     brought     out     a     sandwich     and     a     thermos     of 
 tea.     A     group     of     angry     men     approached     the     shade     tree     and 
 demanded     that     the     boss     tell     them     why     the     new     hires     that 
 came     in     near     the     end     of     the     shift     were     paid     the     same     wage 
 as     the     rest     of     the     men     who     had     worked     the     entire     shift.     It 
 was     not     fair!     They     had     been     working     for     hours     and     the     new 
 hires     had     only     worked     one     or     two     hours.     How     can     this 
 possibly     be     right? 



 The     boss     set     his     tea     and     sandwich     down     and     arose     to 
 calmly     speak     with     them;     “The     wages     are     fixed     and     paid 
 every     day.     Everyone     earns     the     same     wage,     no     matter     what 
 time     of     the     day     they     are     hired.     How     would     you     like     it     if     you 
 were     hired     this     afternoon?     You     would     be     grateful     for     a     full 
 day’s     pay.     If     the     pay     arrangement     does     not     suit     you,     you     are 
 free     to     leave     our     employment     without     any     hard     feelings. 
 Enjoy     your     lunches.” 

 “Way     to     go     boss”,     I     said.     “You     handled     that     beautifully.” 
 Pastor     Chris     said;     “Men,     what     just     happened     here     is     a 
 reenactment     of     a     story     straight     out     of     the     Bible.”     “Tell     us 
 about     it,”     said     the     boss.     “Well,     a     wealthy     landowner     went 
 out     early     in     the     morning     to     hire     workers     for     his     vineyard. 
 He     agreed     to     pay     them     by     the     day     and     sent     them     into     his 
 vineyard     to     work.     He     found     some     more     willing     workers 
 around     9AM,     then     more     about     Noon,     and     another     group 
 around     3PM.     All     were     sent     to     work     in     his     vineyard 
 regardless     of     what     time     they     were     hired.     When     evening 
 came,     the     owner     of     the     vineyard     said     to     his     foreman,     “Call 
 the     workers     and     pay     them     their     wages,     beginning     with     the 
 last     ones     hired     and     going     on     to     the     first.”     The     workers 
 began     to     grumble     against     the     landowner     saying;     “Those 
 who     were     hired     last     worked     only     one     hour     and     you     have 
 made     them     equal     to     us     who     did     the     bulk     of     the     work     in     the 
 heat     of     the     day.”     The     landowner     said;     “I     am     not     being     unfair 



 to     you,     friend.     Didn’t     you     agree     to     work     for     the     same     pay? 
 Take     your     pay     and     go.     I     want     to     give     the     one     who     was     hired 
 last     the     same     as     I     gave     you.     Don’t     I     have     the     right     to     do 
 what     I     want     with     my     own     money?     Are     you     envious     because 
 I     am     generous?”     Then     he     said;     “The     last     will     be     first,     and 
 the     first     will     be     last.”     The     boss     said;     “That’s     almost     exactly 
 what     happened     here,     but     what     does     the     ‘last     shall     be     first’ 
 part     mean,     Pastor?” 

 “The     story     is     not     really     about     a     landowner     hiring     folks     for 
 his     vineyard.     It’s     about     jealous     people     coveting     what     God 
 has     chosen     to     give     others.     The     wages     are     not     actual     daily 
 wages     for     work     performed,     but     forgiveness,     life,     and 
 salvation     for     believers.     God’s     grace,     mercy,     and 
 forgiveness     are     His     to     give     as     He     wants     to.     Some     of     the 
 complainers     are     jealous     of     God’s     forgiveness     -     over     who     is 
 forgiven     and     how.     Jonah     ran     away     to     avoid     delivering     the 
 message     of     forgiveness     that     God     sent     him     to     proclaim     to 
 Nineveh.     He     knew     that     God     is     merciful     and     ready     to 
 forgive,     but     he     said;     ‘Surely     this     cannot     be     for     them?’ 

 “We     are     all     equal     recipients     of     God’s     gifts     and     sometimes 
 people     are     jealous     when     God’s     equal     gifts     of     forgiveness 
 and     life     are     given     to     others.     Those     that     have     been     working 
 for     the     Kingdom     for     a     long     time     and     those     that     come     into 
 the     Kingdom     in     the     very     last     minutes     of     time     receive 



 forgiveness     and     eternal     life     equally.     That     is     the     beauty     of 
 God’s     plan     and     Jesus’     gift     of     salvation.” 

 Jesus     is     the     first     and     the     last.     Revelation     1:17 


